TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANG. 2S, W. 1/2

Siletz Indian Reservation Mile 43, Section 15/22, T6S, R6W

Found the following evidence which matches original G.L.O. notes (except as noted):

41" hemlock stump bears N 43° W 12.2 feet (NOTE: This distance does not match G.L.O. (41 lks. or 27.05 feet) I disregarded this G.L.O. distance since it conflicts with all other evidence); scribed "PL 43 M BT", cut through scribed face, added yellow tag

23" hemlock stump bears S 50° W 13.20 feet; scribed "3 M BT", cut through scribed face, added yellow tag

Set 1½" x 4½" galvanized iron pipe for the corner with a brass cap marked as illustrated:

From which:
16" Douglas fir bears N 77° W 20.97 feet, yellow tag on face
12" spruce bears S 31° W 15.85 feet; yellow tag on face
15" hemlock bears S 77° E 12.12 feet; yellow tag on face

Aspect: S 60° E

Road is 470 feet north, course N 80° E (put yellow tag on road).

Monumented on 2-19-81 by:
Wesley E. Schlenker, LFCo. (IS 1100)
Wayne L. Brewer, Robert Mansfield,
Richard McCollam

February 19, 1981